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INtRodUCtiON

     In the Spring of 2018, the City of Hayward hosted the Davenport Institute training: Chabot staff and
students met with over 30 Hayward staff members to develop plans for the Tennyson Corridor. 
     Spurred on by that invigorating first training, Chabot’s Student Initiative Center (SIC) staff and
students worked together through the Spring to conduct community outreach and interview research
to learn about the aspirations and challenges of South Hayward community members. Chabot students
interviewed over 150 community members and 50 stakeholders. 
     This research and outreach was trended and presented in different ways for the City, community
members, and stakeholders. The first presentation was the Needles in the Haystack Art Exhibition:
Chabot students displayed over 75 community-inspired art pieces at Hayward City Hall.  In addition,
Chabot students populated a Hayward GIS map under 4 categories: Stories, Histories, Assets,
Aspirations. Students also generated reports and wrote essays on their research and interviews. 
     In the Summer of 2018,  the SIC and Chabot students trended out interviews and other data using
the Opportunity Area that Mary Thomas developed. This data guided students as they then developed
community projects and initiative proposals. Their proposals were focus grouped at several public
events with South Hayward community members. 
     In the Fall of 2018, Chabot student groups created prototypes to test over 30 project proposals that
align with the city’s Tennyson Thrives goals, including: linkage to Opportunity Areas; soliciting
community member support; building on successes of other communities. The projects have been
shared and vetted during several events over the last months, and we are excited to take this work the
next stage--implementing community projects, with community input. 
 

 

     There are several reasons that Chabot’s Student Initiative Center (and Chabot itself) are uniquely
positioned to take this work to the next level. First, and most crucially, many of our students live in
South Hayward. They know their communities intimately, and they have access to its members. As
such, our students act as “cultural brokers”--shuttling between community and college. In addition, as
we have demonstrated and piloted over the last 6 semesters, it is an effective and powerful approach
to leverage our students’ enthusiasm by having them engage in Project Based Learning in service of
the community. This is a very sustainable way to do the work of supporting the community--if for no
other reason than every semester we have access to a few hundred students who are excited by PBL
and its implementation in South Hayward. Thirdly, students (and we who work in the SIC)  LOVE doing
this work; it makes them--and us-- feel empowered, useful, and inspired.
     In the course of doing this work, we have developed a process with the guidance of Mary Thomas for
engaging community and activating city resources and expertise. We continue to refine our process.

ThE PasT

ThE FutURe
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siC pBl tiMEliNE
Hosts a Summer Learning Institute.  22
faculty and staff attended from across
the disciplines.
Develops instructional materials to
support PBL 
Publishes PBL materials of SIC’s website
Continues to develop PBL units with
instructors throughout the summer.
Receives funding from BSI to pilot PBL
with Basic Skills classes
Hosts Flex Day.  12 attendees from across
the disciplines.
Meets with SLI and Flex Day attendees
to develop PBL units
Supports 14 teachers doing PBL units  
SIC staff provides regular classroom
check ins and PBL support for faculty 
Hosts Palma Ceia Pumpkin Patch where
students showcased their projects for
the City of Hayward
Organizes Kickball event at Weekes Park
Displays student projects in Geography,
Health, and Business classes
Collaborates with students, faculty, and
staff to create PBL curricula for the
Sustainability Center
The Grinch Movie Night
Hosts Music Video and Arts festival to
showcase student projects
Continues to work with faculty and staff
across the curriculum to develop PBL
units for Spring semester

Palma Ceia Pumpkin Patch

The Grinch Movie Night

Summer Learning Institute

Palma Ceia Pumpkin Patch

Team Building Exercise

Team Building Exercise

Students working on their PBL project

Ice Breaker Exercise
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COmMunITy PrOJecTs

Care packages will consist of hygiene products, apparel, food, and fun activities. Packages will be distributed
once a month at homeless shelter and highly populated homeless areas of Hayward. We would also like to
host events where community members can create and distribute care packages together. Other events will
include poetry readings, theater, and art shows hosted by the homeless community.

OuT Of ThE Box: HOmeLEsS cARe pACkaGEs

This project represents the work and dedication of Chabot students as well as their passion and for others
in the community, especially for older adults. According to numerous studies in the Bay Area, the elderly
suicide rate has increased in the last few years. The main reason for this new phenomenon is the lack of
emotional support and desolation as well as the lack of dedication and attention that our older population
receive from our community. Therefore, this group of students have created this project as part of a
possible solution to face the suicide rate in our community. Grandparents Club will host events and activities
to support our elderly community.

GrANdParENtS cLUb

The Little Libraries Project is where we create boxes filled with books and place it outside as a public good.
This weatherproof-box has a door where community members can easily access books to read without the
need of a library card. We will focus on books for elementary school children and books for adults that will
be coming through the parks with their children.  It will be filled with multi-language books. The Little
Libraries Project relies on a trust system-- “You take one, please leave one.” If a community member
takes a book, they are expected to leave one book back into the box.

LItTle LIbRarIeS

In the course of implementing the Tennyson Thrives Initiative, Chabot students and faculty have used
Lean Methodology to engage the community and prototype projects that could be developed into city
programs. These projects were focus grouped and tested as MVPs at community events. Students
developed value and growth hypotheses to test their projects and determine how they can be scaled.
Below is sampling of popular projects that have been tested and vetted by the community:
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One of the most ambitious project proposals that Chabot students and the SIC have considered is Creek
Daylighting. The Student Initiative Center has a long history of developing and supporting projects and
organizations that seek to improve our natural world and environmental systems. Our work with City of
Hayward around water needs keeps circling back to this project. Recently, the SIC team met with Elisa
Wilfong to discuss the possibilities of collaborating on this project.

CrEeK dAYliGhTInG

For the last 5 years, the SIC team has presided over a demonstration garden at Chabot College. One of the
goals of this work is to link up with the many community experts in South Hayward who have an interest in
developing gardens in their homes. We envision working with residents to help them create sustainable
gardens in their yards. Our larger dream is to support the creation of a network of South Hayward residents
who support each other’s efforts to become home gardeners. We see real possibilities of synergistic contact
between Chabot’s garden and gardens that are developed in South Hayward neighborhoods

YArD tO TabLE

It has been the dream of the Mayorquin Family to reopen the snack shack at Palma Ceia Park to serve coffee
and donuts to community members on weekends. Smoothie Days where community members can enjoy free
donuts, coffee, and smoothies while focus grouping community proposed projects. This project is currently
being piloted with the support of Chabot’s Student Initiative Center. The first three dates for Smoothie Days
include: April 28, May 11, and June 15.

SmOoThIe DAyS
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Our goal is to create several small Cultural Centers in the parks in South Hayward. These centers are aimed at
celebrating the diversity of South Hayward community members.  These small centers will be about the size of
three classrooms and will consist of makerspaces, kitchens, bathrooms, and housing spaces.  These centers
will also house local events to bring the community together. Many of the projects students have proposed
could be programs in the center. For example, the Moms Club, Grandparents Club, and Food Pantries can be
hosted in the Cultural Centers.

CUlTurAL feStIValS AnD cENteRs

KUmMunITy KIcKbaLl
Our goal is to establish the first South Hayward Kickball League. We’ve studied the Tennyson Thrives GIS map
and we’ve learned from interviewing community members that many recreational activities and sports leagues
have left South Hayward.  Our mission is to bring back some of those activities beginning with Kickball.  We
chose Kickball because it is friendly sport at all ages and because the it is a low cost sport compared to other
sports like Hockey or Baseball.

MOmS' cLUb
Brings the community together by hosting community events and outreach opportunities sponsored by a new
Mom’s Group for the mothers of Hayward. These opportunities will encourage community members to work
together in aiding a bigger cause by bringing them together to participate in things like a December toy
drive, serving Thanksgiving Dinner to the homeless people in the community, a Spring Egg Hunt and much
more. Our goal is to ultimately assist the community in supporting each other in life’s daily struggles. We will
achieve this by hosting weekly playgroups where moms can get together and talk about their week. We will
sponsor monthly community events that will utilize the community’s assets like parks and community centers
for the members of the community to get together and get to know their neighbors.
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Lingua Doc will focus on translating government and legal documents and make them accessible to all who
need them. The community in Hayward is very diverse and we want to make people feel included in this
community and overcome the language barrier. In one of the interviews conducted with La Familia’s CEO,
Aaron Ortiz said that the older population in Hayward tends to feel that they get a lack of resources due to
the language barrier. This means that they can’t communicate effectively with others so it makes navigating
the system very difficult. We understand that not being able to read and fill out important documents would
be a big hassle in someone’s life, therefore, we know that Lingua Doc will help our community.

LInGuA Doc

MOviE NigHt
Community members have stated that they believe South Hayward lacks community.  Movie Night brings
together families living in South Hayward to watch kid-friendly movies.  Movie Night will be innovative
because we will do icebreakers and community builders before each movie so that community members
may get to know each other. We will also show short films and documentaries before the feature film that
inspire and make community members think about how they can improve their neighborhoods.

Our project is to create a source of affordable healthy food to the community members of South Hayward.
We want to provide an opportunity for farmers to sell their produce to the community members of South
Hayward. What makes our project innovative is we would leverage the knowledge of community members
and farmers to teach community members about growing produce, composting, and cooking. We would
partner with South Hayward Parish to host cooking demos at the market.

FoOd oAsiS: faRmERs MarKEt
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Students from Chabot Community College are interviewing hundreds of community members and
displaying this data through maps and other modes. Through these interviews, the students have found
that community members often don’t feel a sense of neighborhood identity or connection. This project
will seek to bring these individual neighbors “out from behind doors” to have a conversation through
art about the collective identity, culture, and aspirations of their shared Neighborhoods. This project
will identify twelve visual artists and eight music groups. We will then host twelve block parties in twelve
neighborhoods during summer of 2019. The visual artists will each be assigned to a neighborhood,
where they will attend the block party, follow up with interviews, and work with Chabot students and
the Hayward Historical Society to get a feel for their assigned neighborhood.

NEigHbOR oUTdoORs

South Hayward community members have goals and aspirations in regards to their view of an ideal
neighborhood and would work together alongside the city of Hayward to make these dreams come
true.  South Hayward community members have long had the desire to have a sense of safety and a
closer connection between their neighbors.  Moreover, they aspire to have better access to healthy
food options and greener spaces.  The Depave project would not only satisfy some of the concerns
community members have, but also cover three opportunity areas -- engaged and well resourced
communities, unique neighborhood identities, and green and resilient environments.  Depaving would
provide more green spaces for the community and combat the effects of pollution and climate change.

DEpaVInG
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      The Sustainability Center will serve as
a hub for Chabot College faculty and
students to take the lessons of the
classroom literally into the streets--as
well as into the halls of city government.
The Center serves as a connection point
between Chabot students and teachers
and the wider community, including local
citizens and businesses, Hayward city
representatives, CSUEB, and area non-
profit organizations. The Center will
support Chabot faculty to unleash the
power of their particular major in the
service of addressing local issues and
opportunities. 
               The city of Hayward is a very
promising partner. Hayward is one of the
leading cities in the nation on curbing
energy use and on developing alternative
energy platforms. The stakes for
collaborating could not be higher.  By
2100, scientists predict California will
experience a minimum of 12 inches of sea
level rise.  If glaciers in the Western Arctic
melt at an accelerated rate, California
could experience a 12 inch sea level rise by
2050. The city of Hayward has undertaken
initiatives to curb climate change and to
explore environmental mitigation
strategies. Chabot College can work with-
-and learn from--the city on these
endeavors. 
                Hayward is currently partnering with
Chabot College’s Student Initiative Center
on a Water Needs Initiative that is funded
by Proposition 1. Chabot students are also
currently working with Hayward city
officials and learning from local experts
about sustainability opportunities.

Hayward's water treatment plant awards:

Winner of the 2016 Acterra Award for Environmental Leadership
Winner of the EPA's 2015 Green Power Leadership Award
Named 2015 Plant of the Year by the California Water Environment
Association San Francisco Bay Section

Statement from Hayward's website: 
The city of Hayward was one of the first cities in the Bay Area to
adopt a Climate Action Plan.  One of the primary goals of the
Climate Action Plan is to enhance the health and sustainability
of all who live and work in Hayward.  The Plan identifies actions
to reduce greenhouse gas emissions including, for example,
increasing participation by residents and businesses in the city’s
recycling and organics services, encouraging waste reduction,
and banning certain materials from the landfill.

I have had the privilege of working with Chabot students and
faculty over the past year through project-based learning.
Throughout the work, Chabot students have provided uniquely
grounded and insightful perspectives on the opportunities and
challenges that face Hayward communities. In addition, I am
continually inspired by the passion and energy that they bring
to projects. These qualities make Chabot students, and the
faculty and college that serve them, invaluable partners for
local agencies and non-profits doing community-based work.
- Mary Thomas, Management Analyst for the city of Hayward

ThE iMpORtaNcE
OF loCAliZEd
CUrRicULum
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PrOTotYpINg A WOw PrOJecT
There are myriad ways to awaken our students’ innate capacity, and leveraging this capacity results in
more engaged and sophisticated work by our students. And it results in happier teachers and students.
These are central goals of SOIL and the Sustainability Center.

     Business practices guru Tom Peters writes about taking an approach to work that involves “reframing
any task into something-that-makes-a-difference.” He calls doing this kind of work that matters “WOW
Projects.” Asking our students to do work that matters is one sure way to activate their innate capacity.
We need to put our students in a position to WOW us. We need to put them in a position to surprise us. In
truth, we don’t know what our students are entirely capable of—and they don’t either. In fact they are
often shocked by what they pull off in a classroom that asks more of them than has been asked in the
past. There are myriad ways to awaken our students’ innate capacity, and leveraging this capacity results
in more engaged and sophisticated work by our students. And it results in happier teachers and students.
     But we cannot challenge students that we doubt, students that we don’t believe in. So instead we tinker
around the edges of our curriculum and try to control every moment in the classroom. Doubting students
is a self-fulfilling prophecy; but on the other hand, so too is trusting students to pull off a really exciting
WOW Project. WOW projects are a response to the claim heard too often on our campuses that our
students “are not ready and don’t belong here.” WOW project simply a 180 degrees reframing of that
claim. When we activate Capacity in ourselves, a sense of surprise should accompany this—even a sense of
WOW—we need to put ourselves in a position to WOW others. For this project you are working together
to prototype a WOW project that can be activated in your classroom, or program, or advising activities.

wHat maKEs a goOD "woW" pRojECt?
You say you don’t have any big projects coming up that you could turn into a “Wow” project? But EVERY
project is a candidate for “Wow.” Selecting your first “Wow” project is easy; it’s simply your next project.
Remember, there are no trivial projects. Sometimes the smallest tasks can make the biggest difference.
Start small, and then work your way up to bigger “Wow” projects.

WhAT ELse ShOuLd I KEep IN MInD?
Look for opportunities to widen the scope of your project. Most projects come with specific requirements
in mind. That’s your baseline. But take it further--be a “Big Picture” visionary. Think of ways your project can
be leveraged on a larger scale. This in fact happens all the time in the Student Initiative Center.

"I learned a lot more about my community through this class than any other. This strategy is
brilliant as it gets the students’ attention because of the relatable topic, rather than having
the professor talk about some random place in Spain."
- Chabot Student
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paTtERnS of paRtNErShiP
Michael Fielding created this enlightening table that plots the movement of students from
being passive to being dead center in the middle of democratic change on campus.

Students as Data Source: Staff utilize information about student progress and well-being

Classroom

Lesson Planning; Takes account
of student test scores

Unit/Team/Dept

Samples of student work
shared across staff group

School

Student attitude survey

Students as Active Respondents: Staff invite student discussion to deepen learning/professional decisions

Classroom

Engaging with + adapting
explicit assessment criteria

Unit/Team/Dept

Team agenda based on
students' evaluations

School

Students on staff
appointment panels

Students as Co-Enquirers: Staff take lead role with high-profile with active student support

Classroom

How can we develop more
independence in learning?

Unit/Team/Dept

Student evaluation of 
e.g. History unit of work

School

Joint evaluation of current
system of reports

Students as Knowledge Creators: Students take lead role with active staff support

Classroom

What seating arrangements
assist in learning?

Unit/Team/Dept

Is the playground buddying
system working?

School

What is the cause of low-
level bullying in class?

Students as Joint Authors: Students and staff decide on a joint course of action together

Classroom

Co-construct e.g. 
a Maths lesson

Unit/Team/Dept

Develop a "Research
Lesson" on behalf of dept

School

Joint student + staff
Learning Walk

Students as Participatory Democracy: Shared commitment to/responsibility for the common good

Classroom

Students + staff plan lesson 
for younger students

Unit/Team/Dept

Classes as critical friends
in thematic conference

School

Entire school decides
a key issue
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